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When the netherworld swamp poisonous frog heard Yun Chujiu’s words, it let out a few proud cries. It 

also felt that its performance today was very good. These three stinky crocodiles often came to cause 

trouble, relying on their large numbers, this frog had never been able to gain the upper hand. It did not 

expect that it had actually killed them today. It was really satisfying! 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog had just swallowed two netherworld swamp crocodiles, so it 

was not in a hurry to eat Yun Chujiu and You Chi. Moreover, it felt that Yun Chujiu’s words were very 

interesting, so it lay in the swamp and stared at Yun Chujiu. 

 

 

“Lord Divine Beast, I have heard people say before that there is a divine beast called the golden toad. It 

is the most auspicious. Anyone who meets the golden toad will have good luck. I think you are the 

golden toad! “I must have saved a continent in my previous life. That is why I met you. Wuwu, I am so 

lucky!”Yun Chujiu said with tears in her eyes. 

 

 

You Chi’s face was stiff. Miss Chuchu is really too good at acting. If I were that poisonous frog from the 

Netherworld Swamp, I would be moved. This is too affectionate! 

 

 

You Chi could not help but think of what Yun Chujiu did yesterday. Could it be that Miss Chuchu was also 

trying to trick me yesterday? No, she had already sworn that if she did not treat us properly, she would 

be struck by lightning. I must have been thinking too much. I really deserve to die. Miss Chujiu is a kind 

and good girl. She would definitely not trick us! 

 

 

After hearing Yun Chujiu’s words, the netherworld swamp poisonous frog was indeed a little stunned. 

Golden toad? Auspicious? Good Luck? How could these words be related to me? 



 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog felt a sense of pride as if it had been reborn. I am the poisonous 

frog and I am proud. I Am the golden toad. Hehe, I am the golden toad.. 

 

 

You Chi looked at the Netherworld swamp poisonous frog with its big mouth and laughed strangely. He 

thought to himself, this poisonous frog has really been fooled by Miss Chujiu. However, can it help us kill 

Demon Beasts? This is simply impossible, okay? 

 

 

Just as you chi was thinking about it, he heard Yun chujiu let out a long sigh. 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog also came back to its senses and croaked a few times 

unhappily. Obviously, it was very unhappy that its beautiful vision was interrupted. 

 

 

“Sigh! Lord Golden Toad, I’m really too regretful! Just now, I hadn’t even admired your heroic figure 

enough, but those three dregs were already dead. What a pity! If I couldn’t see your heroic figure of 

killing demonic beasts a few more times, I would simply die in peace!”Yun chujiu repeatedly sighed, she 

looked very regretful. 

 

 

The poison frog of the Netherworld Swamp stared at her with its huge eyes and revealed a proud 

expression. This human girl really looks up to me. She couldn’t even watch my heroic performance and 

died with her eyes wide open. Croak! 
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“Lord Golden Toad, I have a presumptuous request. Although I know that this request might be a little 

too much, I’m already a person who’s about to die. I’ll be brave enough to say it. Can you let me admire 

your heroic performance of killing other demon beasts a few more times? If you agree to it, I’ll really die 

without regrets! 

 

 

“Don’t worry, although I’m a bit useless, I’m still useful. I can tell you about the interesting things 

outside, especially the legend of the golden toad. Can you agree to this humble request of mine?” 

 

 

The Netherworld swamp poisonous frog thought for a while. Anyway, these two humans can’t escape, 

and I’m not hungry. It’s not a big deal for them to live for one or two more days. Besides, I also want to 

hear the story of the golden toad, after all, I might be the descendant of the golden toad. 

 

 

Therefore, the netherworld swamp poisonous frog croaked a few times, indicating that it agreed to Yun 

Chujiu’s request. 

 

 

“Oh my God, Lord Golden toad! You are simply too magnanimous. As expected of a divine beast. Then 

let’s set off. I Can’t wait to see you show off your skills!”Yun chujiu clapped her hands and said excitedly. 


